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Singer-songwriter Joe Pug has performed in Lollapalooza, Bonnaroo, and Is Now Set to Rock the Wisconsin Union Theater

With his acoustic guitar in hand and smooth voice in tow, Joe Pug brings his raw performance to the Wisconsin Union Theater on Sunday, December 6, 2015 at 8:00 p.m. in the Fredric March
Play Circle. Tickets are available online, at the Campus Arts Ticketing Box Office in Memorial Union or by calling (608) 265-ARTS (2787). Ticket prices are as follows. General public: $21.50; Union Members and Non University of Wisconsin-Madison students $18.50; UW-Madison Faculty and Staff: $20; UW-Madison Students: $10 with a valid ID.

Joe Pug has created a name for himself and a reputation for defying expectations when he started out giving CDs to his friends to pass along to their friends. He has released three studio records and two EPs and claims influence from literary greats such as John Steinbeck and Walt Whitman. Joe Pug is a singer-songwriter who studied playwriting and whose sound includes folk, acoustic and rock influences and has been compared to Bob Dylan and John Prine.

With concerts at Bonnaroo and Lollapalooza, his performances are natural and engaging and he is comfortable stepping in and outside of his “guy with a guitar” persona. Pug and his band aim “to capture the music just the way we play it, with minimal production.”

This performance is presented by the Wisconsin Union Theater’s Performing Arts Committee. WORT 89.9 and Wisconsin Public Radio are media sponsors.